
Delonis Lobby Reset

● Help tear down the Delonis lobby set up by removing seats, replacing chairs and
tables in the cafe and setting up and cleaning for service prep.

● Reset for Delonis by replacing chairs and moving cafe chairs and tables for sleeping
arrangements.

Delonis Transportation

● Provide transportation in the morning to Ann Arbor from Keystone.
● They will be transported to either St. Andrews Church or the Day shelter,

coordinators will be informing us when they have the schedule and we will know
before.

● Transportation needs to be completed by 7:30am, they have a time limit to be in the
church or day shelter before doors close. We need to be mindful of timing when
transporting the men each morning.

Delonis Hospitality

● Provide a meal or organize an activity for the evening.
● Meals and activities need to be for 35 as that is the number of people we may have

between men and volunteers.
● Activities can be things like: hair cuts, BINGO or game night, arts and crafts, Karaoke, or

any activity that pertains to a skill or professional trade you are proficient in.

Delonis Supervision

● Provide awake supervision during a portion of the night. Shifts will be from 8pm -
10pm, 10pm - 3am, or 3am - 7am.

● Please arrive 10 minutes before your shift starts so you can get an update from the
volunteers you are trading out with. You will come in the office doors.

● Depending on your shift you will be doing things like eating, doing the nightly activity with
the men, counting the men for nightly checks, checking exterior doors to ensure they
remain locked, making coffee, waking our guests, etc.

● Coffee will be provided for you, you are welcome to bring DVDs to watch or devices to
stream shows/movies.

● One person per shift must be awake at all times, a couch will be provided for resting
during night shifts if desired.

Questions? Email or call Alicia Somers
alicia@keystonechurch.us 734-944-5397 ex 211
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